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Lessons from cities on the front line of sea level rise

Diane Horn
Birkbeck College, University of London

retreat – protect – accommodate

• structural contribution to risk reduction
• policy contribution to risk reduction
• insurance contribution to risk reduction

Rotterdam and
Ho Chi Minh City
increased flood
risk
combining
structural defences
with flood retention
and diversion space
planning new
development in
low-lying areas
no flood insurance

city protected by dikes but controlled flooding in outer areas

• structural contribution to risk reduction
• Rotterdam 1:10,000
• Ho Chi Minh City: reduce risks from moderate flooding
• policy contribution to risk reduction
• complex interactions between private and public sector
• multiple levels of government

London
predicted
sea level rise
1990-2095:
0.21-0.68 m
24,000 river
flooding
500,000
tidal flooding
140,000
surface water
flooding

development on the floodplain between 2002-2011
increased by 12%
development outside the floodplain increased by 7%

no evidence that risk-based
premiums since 2009 have
slowed rate of building on
floodplain

• 200,000 new homes by 2020 on brownfield sites
• development on these sites ‘pre-approved’

• 20 new ‘housing zones’ in London
• all unnecessary planning restrictions removed

all of Thames estuary protected to
same standard as central London?

single flood in London could cause more than £80 billion damage

1953

307 killed in UK
1835 in Netherlands
£40-50 million damage in UK

construction 1976-1984
total cost £560 million

Barrier being raised increasingly frequently

175 closures
7 times a year since 2000
50 times in 2014

expected to close at least 50 times a year by 2035,
200 times a year by 2100

reached operational limit of 50
closures on 4 March 2014

Thames Estuary 2100

10 indicators for change
where action no longer
meets specified criteria
and new pathway is needed
adaptation pathways
climate scenarios
structural options
value for money

4.2m

2.3m
20-30cm
60-70cm

80-90cm

route map and decision points

• 2050 is the first decision point when pathways diverge
• improvement of defence standards is not cost effective
until climate and socio-economic change create
additional risk from around 2050

Thames Estuary 2100 recommendations

2010-2035: maintain current flood defences, no
major upgrade or engineering works
2035-2050: replace and upgrade current defences
2050-2100: plan, design and construct end of
century option (no preferred solution yet)

first 25 years:
£1.5 billion
middle 15
years: £1.8
billion
2070 to end
of century:
£6 - £7 billion

All of the adaptation pathways in TE2100 lead to decisions
about the level of protection rather than reducing
exposure or vulnerability

low-regret measures: improving
or raising existing defences

new flood insurance scheme
• won’t reduce development
in the floodplain without
changes in planning system
• no incentives to improve
flood resilience
• doesn’t allow for climate
change, sea level rise, or
socio-economic changes
• high-risk properties will
still be subsidised - by
low-risk households and
insurers
directing development toward floodplain

• Government carries no
liability

flooding without Thames Barrier

contributions to risk reduction

• structural protection until 2070?
• flood policy and development policy separate
• flood insurance does not promote risk reduction

NFIP owes US Treasury $23 billion

over $1 billion losses

199,540 NFIP policies

91% of policies in coastal counties

16% coverage

17,593 applications for disaster assistance
$106,078,445 individual assistance
$6,373,146 public assistance

Barriers to adaptation in case study cities
•
•
•
•

governance problems
political problems
cost of adaptation options
reactive responses

effective adaptation
strategy

•
•
•
•
•
•

flexible
incentives for risk reduction
link with land use planning
act now but plan for long term
start with easy win
political priority

extreme events can act as policy windows

• have a plan ready to go
• never waste a good crisis

“It is much easier to convince people that living in
the shadow of a major waterway is a risk when they
are standing knee-deep in flood water.”

If you had the attention of decision makers
for 5 minutes, what would you tell them?

